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ABSTRACT
Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) and particularly the Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC), has rapidly evolved
and grown significantly over the past 20 years. Sports performance research into MMA is limited, and as
such, there are potential gains to be made by practitioners supported by scientific research. The outcomes
of UFC bouts from 1997 to 2020 that ended with a knockout (n = 1815) were analysed as a function of each
fighters significant strike percentage to quantify the “puncher’s chance”. Logistic regression was utilised to
model the association between the outcome (win or loss), and the strike percentage. The limit of this model
then provides the absolute minimum odds associated with the puncher’s chance (as the percentage
approaches zero). Results gave a value of approximately 1:2000 for a fighter that is being completely
outclassed. Features in the data highlighted what are dubbed “practical” values of the puncher’s chance. For
a mildly outclassed fighter, landing 35% to 45% of total strikes, the odds were 1:40.
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INTRODUCTION
Mixed martial arts are not a new concept, and many “Gendai Budo” (lit. modern martial arts) were started by
their founder mixing other arts together; Judo is an example of this (Kano, 1994). However, modern
professional MMA is a very specific evolution of practical and competitive martial arts (Kim, 2010). MMA
today is typically seen to have three aspects, boxing and kickboxing, wrestling, and Brazilian Jiu Jitsu (BJJ);
instead of specific disciplines, these can be thought of in terms of the domain specialisation, striking, take
downs and their defences, and fighting on the ground (Bolotin & Bakayev, 2018). That is, other martial arts
can feed into these aspects, striking could come from savate, karate, or kenpo etc, while grappling aspects
can come from judo, sambo, or submission wrestling etc. As with many other arts though, MMA is much more
than the sum of its parts. New strategies and techniques have developed based upon the rules and
environment, that are unique. An example of this is the use of the cage in either helping in defence or offence
in given situations; since the cage is unique to MMA, the tactics and techniques incorporating its use are also
unique (Staack, 2019).
Sports is filled with ideals and stories that illustrate layers of the human experience. The underdog ideal is
something that many fans relate too. Fry (2017) gives examples of the US National Hockey Team’s “Miracle
on Ice” and the Leicester City Football Club becoming champions of the English Premier League at 1:5000
odds. Looking at the underdog phenomena as a single sporting action, the concept typically thought of is the
“Hail Mary Pass” in American Football (Skinner, 2011). Interestingly the odds associated with such plays,
and the significant payoff, does not make then as rare as common usage of the term in non-football contexts
implies (Burke, 2012). In combat sports, the analogue of the “Hail Mary” is the “puncher’s chance”.
The aim of this work is to quantify the puncher’s chance in professional mixed martial art competition. The
puncher’s chance is a boxing idiom that indicates the improbable. In boxing, it specifically refers to a boxer
who is out matched, still having the capacity to win, if they can land one or two clean heavy punches (Jones,
2013). In mixed martial arts (MMA), the concept is not limited to just punching, given kicking and strikes with
elbows and knees are allowed (in MMA some refer to the puncher’s chance as the striker’s chance). That
said, the premise is the same, an out matched fighter can still get lucky and land a successful strike and turn
the tide of a bout. The question is then asked, what is the puncher’s (striker’s) chance in a profession MMA
bout? This work will quantitatively analyse all Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) bouts in terms of
significant strikes landed, to determine when the dominant striker was knocked out (KO), or the fight was
stopped due to strikes, referred to as a technical knockout (TKO).
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Methodology
The underlying research methodology utilised in this work is correlation, which is a descriptive research
design (Leedy & Ormrod, 2013). Specifically, the proportion (or percentage) or significant strikes landed by
fighter was correlated to the outcome of the fight (win or loss).
Sample
The population of interest is all professional MMA bouts. The most important sample of these, and also the
most convenient sample (in terms of data availability and uniformity) is the sample of fights from the UFC,
specifically from when the UFC first started to introduce the weight division and stopped doing tournament
style events. Specifically, data was taken from 1997 at UFC12 up to but not including UFC251. The sample
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included all non-numbered UFC events in addition to the numbered events (those typically considered pay
per view events).
Data and Measures
The data was extracted from the official UFC statistics site. Only those bouts that ended in either KO or TKO
were included in the initial analysis, with the outcome for each fighter encoded as either win (1) or loss (0).
The proportion (percentage) of the total significant strikes landed (𝑥) was calculated using the provided total
significant strikes landed metric, which is included in the UFC official statistics. Given as,
𝑥𝑎 = 𝑠

𝑠𝑎

𝑎 +𝑠𝑏

100%

(1)

where the strike percentage for fighter “a” (𝑥𝑎 ) is given by the ratio of the total strikes landed by a on fighter
b (sa), relative to the total strikes by both a and b (sa + sb).
Analysis
The final data was analysed using logistic regression. While logistic regression is typically utilised to give the
odds ratio, the key metric of interest in this work is the probability of a positive outcome (a win) as the
proportion of strikes approaches zero. Logistic regression is necessary since the outcome of a bout is a
dichotomous variable (win or lose), while the strike ratio is a continuous variable. The statistical hypotheses
to be tested with logistic regression are:
H0:
HA:

β=0
β≠0

where β is the variable in the fitted logit function, that relates the continuous variable to the dichotomous
output. The logit has the form (Hosmer, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013),
𝑒 𝛼+𝛽𝑥

𝜋(𝑥) = 1+𝑒 𝛼+𝛽𝑥

(2)

Here, 𝜋 is the estimated probability of the dichotomous outcome at the given predictor level (𝑥), in this case,
the striking ratio. So, if the logistic model is considered statistically significant, then the odds of winning can
be correlated to the strike percentage.
RESULTS
From UFC 12 (Feb 7, 1997) to UFC on ESPN 12 (Jun 27, 2020), there have been 5529 UFC bouts, with
5437 ending with a winner (the other bouts are either a draw, a NC, or were overturned after the fact). Of
these, 1818 bouts ended with a KO/TKO, and 3 of those bouts have no striking statistics (missing), and hence
are omitted. This represents the sample of bouts needed for the analysis, and gives 1815 winners and 1815
losers, for a total sample of 3630 for the logistic regression. The distribution of these 1815 bouts in terms of
strike percentage are summarised in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Discrete distribution of fights ending for different strike percentages; showing both the probability
distribution function, and the cumulative distribution function. Strike percentages are counted as less than or
equal to the indicated value.
There are some interesting features of the distribution shown in Figure 1; these provide insights into practical
values of the punchers chance. The three different values of interest are summarised in Table 1. It is
interesting to note that for less than or equal to 45%, the probability of winning drops off significantly, then
again for less than or equal to 35%, and finally for less than or equal to 20%. The associated odds ratios are
given as 1:14, 1:43, and 1:453, respectively for these three points.
Table 1. The count of bouts with less than or equal to the associated strike percentage, and the corresponding
probability and odds (against).
Percentage
Count
Probability
Odds
20
4
0.0022
453
35
41
0.0226
43
45
124
0.0683
14
Figure 2 shows the results (win = 1, lose = 0) for the 3630 fighters and their respective strike percentage.
Also shown in Figure 2 is the fitted logit function given by (2). The model was statistically significant giving a
McFadden’s pseudo r2 of 0.58, 𝜒2 of 2912, and a p-value of < .001. The result to note here is that the
McFadden’s pseudo r2 of 0.58 suggests that about 60% (58%) of the outcome of a KO/TKO bout is determine
purely by out striking an opponent; the remaining 40% would be a combination of all other aspects, such as
aggression and control (Collier, Johnson, & Ruggiero, 2012). The relevant model parameters are, a = -6.5,
and b = 0.13. Using these parameters in (1) and setting x equal to zero gives a minimum probability of
0.001481; this then corresponds to a minimum odds ratio of 1:674. That is, in the extreme case where a
“superior” fighter throws “infinitely” more strikes, and the other fighter throws a single strike, that fighter would
still win, on average, one in every 674 bouts that end in knockouts.
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Figure 2. Wins (1) and loses (0) recorded at different strike percentages for 3630 fighters.
All the results thus far have been referenced to the bouts that only ended with a KO/TKO. Given this only
occurs in 1818 times out of 5437 total bouts with a winner, all the probabilities and respective odds ratio need
to be scaled by this factor. As such, relative to all bouts, the probabilities and odds are shows in Table 2. The
new minimum odds ratio decreases to 1:2018.
Table 2. Final probability and odds (against), for the key strike percentages (less than or equal to).
Category
Percentage
Probability
Odds
Completely Outclassed
0
0.00050
2018
Severely Outclassed
20
0.00074
1356
Moderately Outclassed
35
0.00755
131
Mildly Outclassed
45
0.02284
43
The final consideration is to use the produced model to simulate outcomes for the observed strike
percentages. For each fighter (n = 3630), a uniform random number was generated between 0 and 1; if this
number was below the probability expected, the bout was simulated as a win, otherwise it was a loss. This
simulation was repeated 10 times, giving an average and confidence interval for each group of strike
percentages. The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 3. In general, the shape is very similar,
although the model overestimates values below 50%, and underestimates values from 55% to 80%. Given
this work focus on the lower values, utilising the observed percentage is critical, which has been done for all
but the minimum value (𝑥 = 0) presented above.
DISCUSSION
In recent UFC events, the Derrick Lewis vs Alexander Volkov bout at UFC 229 on the 7th of October, 2018 is
considered a perfect example of the puncher’s chance in MMA (Bradford, 2018). For Lewis, his final strike
percentage in that bout was 24.38%, which gives a predicted total (not just KO/TKO) win probability of 0.0115,
and an odds ratio of 1:86. It should also be noted that looking at the observed distribution, the win probability
was only 0.0022, with an odds ratio of 451. This difference is due to the asymmetry of the observed
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distribution, and the limitation when modelling it with logistic regression (see Figure 3). The odds associated
with this case example then becomes a metric for comparison for the conclusions. Where the line is drawn
to determine the “practical” puncher’s chances depends on subjective opinion. We can say that based on the
modelling, a fighter who is completely outclassed in a stand-up fight, still has a one in 2000 chance of “winging
it” (throwing a wild lucky strike) and knocking out their opponent. If we define the puncher’s chance relative
to a fighter “losing the fight” in terms of striking (mildly outclassed), then they have a one in 40 chance of
winning, by knocking out their opponent. Two further categories were also identified.

Figure 3. Simulating results for the observed strike percentages, showing the mean confidence interval (as
error bars) for the PDF, and the average CDF; both plotted with the observed values from Figure 1 for
comparison.
The work presented here is based on the assumption that UFC events are representative of professional
MMA. Given the less than expected odds proven here, the “high level” of competition could skew the odds,
such that the puncher’s chance could be better in other fight promotions, and by extension, much better in
non-professional MMA bouts. With suitable data, it would be interesting to examine how the “level” of
competition moderates the puncher’s chance.
Looking at subjective discussions in online forums, it is noted that the opinion of many is that the puncher’s
chance is on the order of one in ten, up to one in five. The technical nature of the sport combined with the
results presented here, suggests that “luck” is much less likely than expected by spectators and fans. That
is, while we think highly of the underdog scenario, in practice in a professional MMA bout, the odds of an
underdog who is being outclassed winning, is far less likely than we would hope.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the puncher’s chance in professional MMA, specifically the UFC, has been quantified. Utilising
1815 bouts from 1997 to 2020, the striking percentages for 3630 fighters were regressed against the fighter’s
outcome (win or loss). The specific type of regression undertaken was logistic regression, given the
dichotomous nature of the outcome. The fitted logit was statistically significate, and the pseudo coefficient of
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determination, suggested that for fights ending in knockout, 60% of the variance observed in the outcome
was explained by strike percentage. For a strike percentage of zero, the model indicated that the odds of a
the completely outclassed fighter winning by knockout were 1:674. Factoring in the full population of fights
(5437), these odds reduced to 1:2018. That is, if a fighter is completely outclassed, his chances of winning
the fight, even if it is not stopped before the end, are only 1 in 2000. In a practical situation, the likelihood of
a fighter throwing one punch in response to infinitely many is unrealistic. In a realistic situation, where a
fighter is mildly outclassed (landing only 35% to 45% of the total strikes) their odds of winning by knockout
are 1:43. If the fighter is moderately outclassed (landing only 20% to 35% of the total strikes) the odds reduce
to 1:131, and for a fighter who is severely outclassed (landing less than 20% of the total strikes) the odds
reduce further to 1:1356.
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